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Below are the questions that were asked during the webinar on – Tax Compliance Certificate (TCC) 

with response from the Fiji Revenue and Customs Service (FRCS).   

1.  Will we get a copy of the slides? 

Yes, the webinar videos and the Q&As will be posted in our website under the following link 

https://www.frcs.org.fj/our-services/taxpayer-online-service-tpos/webinar-sessions/ 

 

2. How long do FRCS officials will take to process the TPOS request for Tax compliance 

certificate? 

1 – 3 working days. 

 

3. Is it due this year and if payments has been made and no lodgments done yet? 

Both payments and lodgments have to be up-to-date. 

All TCC will be valid for one year Jan-Dec and taxpayers should update all tax obligations, 

however; system will allow to proceed with TCC application and tax office will analyse to see 

whether any documented arrangements have being made then officer can either approve or reject.  

 

4. Currently FRCS also issues temporary TCC. Will TPOS allow temporary TCC while 

taxpayer updates any outstanding filing/payment?  

Going forward all TCCs will be valid for 1 year. All TCC will be until December each year. You 

may apply again in January 1
st
. FRCS will assist taxpayer to make arrangement for any obligation 

and issue TCC. 

 

5. What if we want TCC to open address. We may use it for various purposes. How do we 

address the TCC in the application process? 

Yes, the TCC is generic. It can be used anywhere where it is needed. 

 

6. Will the TCC be revoked automatically by the system if there is outstanding filing or 

payments?  

TCC will not be revoked automatically, tax officers will liaise with taxpayers first before making 

any revocation. Taxpayers upon any tax obligation should make valid arrangements if any 

difficulties are faced. 
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